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THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Zealandia is an early twentieth century adaptation of the Tudor style. Both the 
exterior and interior display a finesse of historical detail and a high quality of 
materials and workmanship. The house is a blend of English rural Gothic styles in
cluding both the Elizabethan and Tudor. Many features of the Tudor Gothic which were 
prevalent in England from about 1509 to 1603 were adopted in the design of Zealandia. 
The three-story·porte·cochere is a modification of the Elizabethan frontpiece or two
story entrance porch. Boldly projecting masses, steep gables and massive chimneys give 
the building its character. Large window spaces with leaded diamond panes are typical 
Elizabethan features. Low rising Tudor arches are used in the fenestration and entrieso 

The house rises three stories above a basement which is carved out of the solid 
granite of Beaucatcher Mountain. It is laid out in a general cross plan or "T" with 
the main facade as the arms of the cross, the porte cochere as the tip, and the back 
wing as the stem. The exterior walls are laid in a random ashlar of blue granite, 
quarried on the site. The half story under the eaves and the prominent gables are 
plastered in a half timber technique. The most decorative of these is the steep gable 
of the porte cochere. 

The front facade consists of.three major bayso The left bay is divided by five 
window spaces on the first and second story. The first floor windows are topped by low 
rising Tudor arches and the second floor windows terminate in the low bracketed eaves. 

-Three gabled dormers project from the steep roof and are decorated with dentils and 
.·.brackets.. The middle bay is formed by the three-story projecting porte cochere. The 
·right bay is dominated by an enormous. two-story window and a single dormer emerges from 

·_ .... the roof.. The ~emarcation of these three bays is emphasized by their three separate 
· r·oof lines .. 

On the east side of the front facade there is a two-story porch wingo The first 
floor was an open loggia with one arched opening on the main facade and three on the 
side.. It has been glassed in. Above is an enclosed sun room topped by a flat roof 
that extends from the eave line of the main houseo 

The rear of the house is divided into three blocks much like the front.. The east 
wing is almost identical on the front and back except that the back has one less set 
of windows and has both a shed dormer and a gabled dormer in the roof. The center 
block forms the stem of the cross plan and tells the most about the changes made over 
the years. The east wall of the wing is basically a continuation of the connecting wall 
with plastering between the windows under the eaves. However, the first floor has a
single arched window. The south wall of the wing is divided vertically, half stone and 
half stucco. The portion which is completely plastered \vas formerly an interior wall 
connecting the house built for John Evans Brown and part of the 1908 stone addition. 
The group of free-standing stone arches which connects with the crenellated stone \·7a_l_l 
were part· of an earlier enclosed loggia. An additional 34 rooms once ·stood on .the flat 
grassy area behind the house. The west wall of the rear block has probably been glassed 
in and was previously open on both floors. The window treatment is very different from 
the rest of the house. The windows have wooden mullions instead of lead and are not of 
a diamond pane design. On the first floor there are two large arched windows. The 
architect, Anthony Lord, who did the 1950s alterations to the house remembers making this 
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hallway into a kitchen. The second floor has a single stone pilaster dividing two large 
glass spaces. On the interior it is an awkward and narrow space with stone as the wall 
finish. This supports the theory that this area was once open to the weather. 

The west wing of the cross projects only slightly past the connecting wall, barely 
making the "T".. It encloses the staircase of the grand entrance hall and has one arched 
window on the second story level. The gable is decorated in half timbering and contains 
three connected windows. 

The interior of Zealandia reflects knowledgeable handling of Tudor details. Entered 
through the porte cochere is the large, two-story main entrance hall, suggestive of the 
major hall of the Tudor home. A large limestone fireplace faces the entrance doors on 
the opposite wall.. The opening is a Tudor arch with stylized pilasters at each end .. 
The entablature over the pilasters forms the mantel shelf and projects over each pilaster 
and in the middle. A small leaf and flower decoration is centered under the center en
tablature block.. Oak wainscot reaches to the top of the door openings at about eight 
feet. Slightly raised rectangular panels are framed by stiles and rails. 

The grand staircase doglegs over 360 degrees on all sides of the room.. The 
balusters have a cap and base and are-·topped by a triglyph-like design. The balusters 
are joined by repeating arches with keystones. The balusters are also decorated with 
spindels and strapwork cutouts. 

The ceiling reflects the feeling of old English 'timber framing. It has a ribbed 
barrel vault.. The rafters are crossed by two purlins and a wall plate runs on each 
wall, making a type of gridiron in which the spaces between the beams are filled with 
plaster. The rafters form brackets when they join the wall. All the windows and door 
openings are topped with a Tudor arch and the windows are filled with leaded diamond 
panes .. 

Adjoining the entrance hall, on the left as you. enter, is th~ old library which 
was later the living room when the house was reduced in size.. The elaborate limestone 
fireplace is the focal point of the room, axially placed opposite the entrance.. The 
chimney piece shows new Renaissance motifs while the rest of the room shows more 
medieval elements. Once again the fireplace is organized around an architectural order. 
On each side of the opening is a pedestal tapering toward the base. It is topped with 
an Ionic capital with voluteso The pedestal is decorated with swags and patera. The 
entablature above forms the mantel shelf and projects over each column and a center block 
which contains a grotesque. The rest of the frieze is decorated in a swirling foliated 
design. Above the rectangular marble faced opening is a Tudor arch framed by moldings 
and foliated ornament. 

The oak paneling in the living room is the same as the hall and is only on the 
fireplace wall. The french doors on either side of the fireplace are set in stone. 
The rest of the walls are plaster. 
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The most distinctive feature of the room is the balcony that runs on all four sides 
of the room. The balusters are the same as those of the main staircase. Four free
standing square columns support the balcony. These oak columns are decorated in a strap
work design and the capitals are a simple series of moldings with a neck or astragal of 
dentils. The four arched windows on each side wall are deeply set with an oak surround 
and diamond panes. Through the leaded french doors on the fireplace wall is a glassed-in 
sun porch. .A hooded fireplace formed out of a composite stone has been added. 

Behind the entrance hall is the dining room. This room has more intimate proportions 
than the other two rooms on the main floor. The paneling is darker and is finished to 
resemble mahogany. Fluted pilasters flank the fireplace opening. Above the opening is 
a large horizontal panel with two smaller vertical rectangular panels on each sideo The 
entablature of the columns runs around the whole room and forms the terminating height of 
the paneling. From floor to entablature the pattern consists of a long vertical rec
tangle followed by a small square panel and topped with another tall rectangle. 

In the frieze above the entablature is a painted pastoral,scene in a medieval style. 
In the 1930 sales catalog of the house, it is· described as being by a famous American 
artist in the style of Benozzo Gozz~li. Gozzoli was a fifteenth century Italian painter 
and his fresco, "The Arrival of the Three Kings" in the Palazzo Riccardi, Florence, is 
probably the basis of this statement .. ·· The treatment of the noblemen on horseback and 
the flora and fauna of the landscape is very similar. 

The ceiling is done in an exceptionally fine plasterwork design. Five beams 
separate the ceiling into four large panelso In each panel is an elaborate strapwork 
design on which are delicately painted.flowers and foliage. 

The kitchen is off the dining room.. Previously an open loggia, the long narrow 
space was converted into a kitchen in the 1950s when the alterations were made to the 
house. -

On the upper 
of these rooms is 
English mode with 
in with plaster .. 
removable mantels 

two floors, there are twelve bedrooms and four baths. The detailing 
very simple and straightforwardo Many of the rooms continue the 
diamond paned windo\vS and walls divided with timber framing and filled 
Except for one Greek Revival form mantel on the third floor, all 
have been taken by vandals. 

A visitor to Zealandia from do"~tmto-vm Asheville rides under the stone arched bridg~_ 
which was once used as the entrance to the estate. He then approaches the carriage 
house which sits split level on the east side of Beaucatcher Mountain.. The front facade 
faces west up the mountain to the home and consists of one major gable flanked by hexa
gonal turrets. Three massive stone columns in the random ashlar pattern support this 
gable which forms an entrance portico for the middle level of the three-story building. 

GPO 89 2 t\5 5 
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Fifteen foot arched doors on the south facade provide an entrance to the lower 
level which is stone and forms a visual base for the half timber construction used above. 
Pigeon holes add character to the uppermost third of the south gable while a stone 
chimney emerges from the "base" and rises to the left side of the ridge~ 

The north facade is similar to the south but is not a main entrance. One door is 
centered as an entrance to the lower level and windows with diamond pattern grilles are 
centered in a row on the middle level. There is a window in the roof gable on this .end 
as well. 

The east facade rises from a sub-basement and basement, both -of stone. It continues 
the half tiffiber construction across the middle level, and the third level is characterized 
by the six dormers in the timber framed roof. 

Heavy oak timber construction is used on the floors and roof of the carriage house 
and adds a feeling of strength to the interior. The upper level is open and is accented 
at intervals with tie beams and diagonal bracing. The middle level is divided into two 
grooming rooms and a servants quarters. Elaborate oak stalls accent the north room and 
are trimmed in spindles which form an undulating rail across the top. The lower level 
is divided with stalls and the stone walls are exposed inside. Arches of stone add to the 
feeling of "base" achieved at this level .. 

North of the carriage house are handsome, heavy wrought iron gates to the estate 
hinged on columns formed by stone laid in the random ashlar pattern. 
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Located high on Beaucatcher Mountain, Zealandia is one of Asheville's most familiar 
landmarks. The stately Tudor mansion was built from 1908 to 1920 for Philip S. Henry, 
an internationally prominent diplomat, scholar and businessman. Hi$ outstanding art 
collection formed the basis of Asheville's first art museum which was open to the public 
at Zealandia from 1924 to 1930 before it was housed in a separate building on the estate. 
The present house was Henry's addition to an earlier structure on the site which was 
built for John Evans Brown in 1889o Brown named the estate Zealandia after New Zealand 
where he had spent over twenty prosperous years as a sheep and cattle rancher, ·member 
of Parliament, and member of Provincial Council. The original Bro~vn portion of the house 
was razed in the 1950s and the mansion was reduced to the present twenty-eight rooms. 

Since 1889 Zealandia has occupied its prominent site on Beaucatcher Mountain over
looking the city of Asheville and the. surrounding mountains.. John Evans Brown,. a 
grandson of one of the first explorers of Western North Carolina, built the original 
castellated structure.! In 1849· Brown left Asheville in the gold rush. He kept a diary 
of his journey which vividly described the hardships and deaths that accompanied the 
trip to California. Like many others who had gone west in search of a fortune, Brown 
was disappointed and in the mid 1850s continued west, finally setting in New Zealand.2 
He married first the daughter of a prosperous sheep raiser named Peacock and became a 
very prominent citizen. He served as a member of the Colonial Parliament and named his 
district Swannanoa after the river in Asheville.3 John Brown returned to North Carolina 
in 1888 and had a horne built on Beaucazcher Mountain a year later. He named his castle 
"Zealandia" after his adopted country. In 1895 John Brown died at the age of 68 .. 

Caroline E. Revell and her husband 0. D. Revell, a real estate speculator and 
builder, were the next mmers and sold the property to Philip S.Henry in 1904. 5 Henry 
was a native of Adelaide, Australia and was educated in Europe.6 His first wife, Florine 
Lewisohn of New York, died tragically in a fire in 1903. The next year he brought his 
two small daughters to Asheville which was then an elegant resort cornmunity.7 Henry took 
an influential place in the community as an intellectual, art patron, and diplomat. He 
\IT as the special rep res enta ti ve for the State of North Carolina at t}:le Ibero American 
EAr-position in ~p,a~.:q and "YJaS appointed honorary and special commissioner for the state on 
various diplomatic and fact finding missions. His memberships included the Academie 
Diplomatique Internationale, Paris and the International Institute of Intellectual 
Co-Operation, a sub-division of the League of Nations. Locally, he was the president of 
the Asheville Art Association and gave Asheville its first art rnuseum~8 I 

'I 
I 

I 
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Henry immediately started making addition5 and improvements to his estate. 9 In 
1908 he let contracts for a $50,000 addition 1 The existing Brown house consisted of 
32 small rooms and he added another 30 Work on the house continued through 1920 being 
suspended in 1914 when Henry returned to England to offer his·srivices during the war, 
while Zealandia became a refuge for evacuated English children. The original Brown 
castle was a pebble dash stucco over brick but the addition was done in blue granite, 
quarried from the side of Beaucatcher Mountain. 12 A 1908 postcard shows an artist's 
sketch of the new house. The whole house is pictured in the crenellated style of the 
old portion.. The major elements of the addition are correct but chimneys, windows, and 
dormers are different. The artist probably speculated on the final appearance of the 
unfinished house which ·was a Tudor structure by 1920. A large stable was also built on 
the property at this time.l3 Philip Henry was a great horseman and his grand stable, 
also in the Tudor style, reflects a great pride for his horses. 

In 1928 Zealandia was offered as· a summer White House to President and Mrs .. Coolidge.l4 
There is no record whether they accepted. However, Philip Henry's public spirit did not 
end there; from 1924 to 1930 he opened his private art collection to the public. The art 
works were on display at Zealandia with invitation by card or appointment In time, 
this proved to be unsuitable and Philip Henry built a separate museum on his estate. It 
cost him $70,000 and he filled it with his collection of paintings and curios. These in
cluded Remington paintings, armor, weapons, goblets,from the Incas, a lamp from Pompeii, 
costumes, porcelain and much more. Contemporary accounts are full of praise for the 
splendor of the museum and its popularity with the publico Thousands were said to have 
visited the first year--more than 5,000 in the summer of 1931 .. 15 The museum building is 
no longer standing; having been razed in October, 1976, by the North Carolina Department 
of Transportation. 

Both Philip Henry and his house on the mountain held an important place in Ashe
ville's history. In Look Homeward, Angel, Thomas Wolfe preserves his memory of the 
Beaucatcher estate and its owner Philip Roseberry. On his death in 1933, the local 

·papers bemoaned the loss of the city's great benefactor. The estate eventually passed 
to his two daughters, Violet and Lenore Maconochie, ~vho had married brothers in the British 
Royal Air Force.l6 The property remained in the family until 1961. However, in the 
1950s Hartley and Violet Maconochie had decided that the 62-room house was too large. 
They tore down the old Brown lortion of the house and a fe\v rooms of the 1908 addition, 
leaving the present 28 rooms. 7 

The house and 16 acres ~-rere bought by Mr .. and Hrs. George Dixon in 1961 and are still 
in the ownership of Mrse Dixon. During the Dixon's residence Zealandia once again housed 
one of Asheville's finest private art collections.l8 After her children grew up and she 
lost her husband, Hrs. Dixon sold the bulk of the art collection and moved out of the 
house, but she is anxious to see the estate come into sympathetic hands .. 
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The nomination is of a 12.67-acre site as shown on the attached map 
the present Zealandia property. 

This includes 

The original Zealandia estate named by John Evans Brown in 1889 consisted of five 
acres atop Beaucatcher Mountain. That tract included the old stone bridge near Beau
catcher Gap and extended northward to include the house site. 

In 1904 Philip Henry expanded the original estate to forty acres while retaining 
the name Zealandia. He also purchased additional contiguous properties to. act as a 
buffer zone for his estate. Improvements to the property included stables and a new 
gate north of the house for use as an ~ntrance off the newly completed road (1901). 

By 1961 when George and Isabelle Dixon purchased the estate, Zealandia had been 
reduced to sixteen acres. Of that sixteen, 1.61 acres were taken by the·Department of 
Transportation for a new road cut and 1.32 acres were reserved for a water tower owned 
by the City of Asheville. That left approximately 12.67 acres in the Zealandia tract. 
Within this tract are all the extant structures associated with the history of Zealandia. 

In summation, Zealandia has been both expanded and reduced in size. Historically 
speaking, the name of an estate has had no geographical bounds. Those bounds are deter
mined by the amount of unbroken acreage of the original tract contained at the time of 
reference. With this as a historical guideline, Zealandia, as of January, 1977, 
consists of 12.67 acres. 

In an effort to protect the ambiance of the currently defined Zealandia estate, 
extensive consideration was given to providing an adequate visual buffer zone around 
the extant structures. The area immediately contiguous to the house and grounds, stable 
and entrance is heavily wooded. This existing woodland extends sufficiently to the 
defined boundaries to screen these structures from present and immediately projected 
visual intrusions. Excluded from the boundaries were any present intrusions including 
the city water reservoir and modern tract housing. 
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ZEALANDIA 
Beaucatcher Mountain 
Buncombe County 
Asheville, North Carolina 
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